7.8cc Pro Tube

FRONTLINE®
GOLD FOR DOGS

Fast-Acting • Long-Lasting
Triple Action Formula

- Kills fleas
- Kills flea eggs
- Kills ticks

including those
that may transmit Lyme disease

For use ONLY on Dogs and Puppies 8 weeks and older Weighing
45-88 lbs

DO NOT USE IN CATS

DO NOT USE IN Puppies under 8 weeks of age or in pregnant or lactating females

DO NOT USE IN Puppies under 8 weeks of age or in pregnant or lactating females

DETERGENT DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate water supplies when washing equipment or wipers.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate water, shellfish growing areas, or areas where domestic or sport fish are grown. Do not allow untreated water to enter sewers or surface water.

CONTAINER DISPOSAL

See label for disposal instructions. Disposal of this product is regulated by the Department of Environmental Protection. Do not contaminate water, shellfish growing areas, or areas where domestic or sport fish are grown. Do not allow untreated water to enter sewers or surface water.

Manufactured by
McNeil Consumer Healthcare, Dagenham, England

Dagenham, England USA

D50150658

1-800-647-0457

Code (for regulatory only)

Reg. No. 660-18-45
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ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Fipronil...........................................9.80%
(S)-methoprene..........................8.80%
Pyriproxyfen..................................0.25%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION: See full label for directions for use and precautions

EPA Reg. No. 2596-178-65331
EPA Est. No. 2596-OH-1

RM113290
To ensure continued protection of your pets, use these stickers as a reminder to apply and repurchase FRONTLINE GOLD.

After treating your pet for the first time, peel off the sticker and place on your calendar that day.

Place the remaining stickers on your calendar as a reminder to apply FRONTLINE GOLD monthly.

6 Months
Use all 6 stickers

3 Months